ɮਆԑ৻
Industrial and Commercial Affairs

ʻܧܪ֚ܧܛ

Support the HKSAR Government

αʑcϷٽܧւೕ§˞ٲᘗ֡Ԟ¨˚ݯᕀؿ

Durng the year, the Chief Executive (CE) announced his Policy Address titled
“From Strength to Strength”. The Chamber believes that the Policy Address
answered the needs of different sectors and well addressed economic and
social issues, fostering harmonious development of Hong Kong. In particular,
the Policy Address had adopted the Chamber’s suggestions, which included
adjusting land and house policies, strengthening the integration between
Hong Kong and the Mainland, striving for Hong Kong’s involvement in
East Asian economic cooperation, enhancing offshore RMB businesses,
and optimizing talent admission schemes. Shortly after the announcement
of the Policy Address, the Chamber convened a meeting to gather the
business community’s views, which were subsequently consolidated into a
submission to CE.

ܧܪంйe̯ผႏܧܪݯంйΑᎶȿم
ผΈވേұcၙರ̵́ʥᏜਐᕀcτСمผᖇ
ցೕࢄeϊ̔cܧܪంйઔढ़ȿ̯ผΛඖۺ
ᘪcΣሁኬɠΔʥָ۰ܧ೪d˱ੜࠗಋၤʑΔ
ᏜጪdၤԓਂਟᏜАdѧഁᔴɁ̵
ྫྷพ৻dʝፏɃɁɷི߮೩eܧܪంйೕ
܃ٲc̯ผ፭Щ̂ᇹผcνඑɮਆވ෮Ӯc
ኬଉ܃ΉϷٽܧւߎԲొˮe
̊̔c̯ผႏলܧད့࣐˞Ꮆྦྷഌ˚ݯ
߬͌ᅟc࠹ᚋ̵́Ꮬܛᙩೕࢄؿ߬eད့
࣐ɻొˮᄈ˱ɠΔԜᎶdొʠઠөᔢᏻ೩̵́
৻רd՞ʻܸଐพcԎ˘˱ੜၤᄤ՚ᖾΔ
ਂਂؿਟАcࠤʻܛe
ܧܪంйʥলܧད့࣐ೕ܃ٲc̯ผᐲ
ΈɣਆผᐾፒԭʟᎁᑟcʗПᑼᇼϷٽܧ
ւলٽ̇̇ܧᘻ߸ԯܧܪʥল߬ܧοcᜑਆވ
൬ȹүȿܧؿ֚ܧ೪ʿΉec
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The Chamber also appreciates the Budget striving to tackle the inÀation
problem while catering the needs for people’s livelihood and sustainable
economic progress. Credit should be given to the Budget’s initiatives
to increase land supply, enhance welfares such as education and medical
services, bolster pillar industries and foster Hong Kong’s closer ties with
Guangdong and other neighboring regions.
After the Policy Address and the Budget were issued, the Chamber coorganized two luncheon seminars. CE and Financial Secretary were
respectively invited to the seminars to elaborate on their policies to the
business community. (1/3, 2/11)

Ϸٽܧւ౦ᇚᚬΉਆވᘻᘷܧܪంй߬ᒨe
Chief Executive Donald Tsang elaborates on the Policy Address.

লٽ̇̇ܧ౦ژജగলܧད့࣐ೕٲᑟe
Financial Secretary John Tsang speaks on the Budget.

ॗࠗಋᏜณցϽ

Explore Hong Kong’s Economic Position

ਝࡼ৹ᐢଉңКੜಋ౨ංcၤ̯ಋɮਆވผࠍ

When Vice Premier Li Keqiang met with the business community during
his visit to Hong Kong, the Chamber’s respresentative put forth speci¿c
suggestions on closer economic partnership between the Mainland and Hong
Kong, which included reinforcing Hong Kong’s position as an offshore
center and wealth management center for RMB, deepening CEPA measures
to promote the development of modern service industries, enhancing Hong
Kong’s role in economic interaction between China and ASEAN countries.
We are glad that these suggestions received positive response from the
Central Government. (16/8)

ᇹcං̯ผˤొٲˮΛඖ˱ੜࠗಋၤʑΔ
ൗАؿԮۺᘪc˳ܢੜʝࠗಋɁ̵ྫྷᔴɻ
ʶ༅ଐဳଉɻʶΔϽd૯ʝ&(3$ઉ˞ܪ৽
ଊˤ৻רพೕࢄd˱ੜࠗಋΕਝࡼၤᏜԑ
৻ɐؿӯϳ೩cᏵɻ̕ዶรΑᎶe
τӮވ˖כʥʑΔᏜࣩ࠰ᐁࢠຒᛰcα̯ٱผ
ᐾፒ§ɻᐢሃኋ¨cᑼᇼ֚ܧւࡗdਿࡼdነّ
ࡁณᏜѼබeሃኋɐcলٽ̇̇ܧ౦ژ
ജdᄤή࿒ڲɣነᏜነઠ۬ɩඔdɻਝم
ผޫነᅕ൴ᏜၤҌᏜޢӠֺ৹ֺٽღۺ
ਝdමᔔႺϷԓʪਂᚋਐષͰਥʗПగࠗಋᏜ
کౡdຣಋАdʑΔГဧᏜ§Ɋɀʄ¨ஃ
ི೩ᘪᕀೕٲ၀ᚆӮe

In view of the dynamic economic landscapes of the Mainland and the
world, the Chamber staged the CGCC Forum at the very beginning of the
year. Government of¿cials, experts and scholars were invited to the forum
to discuss the latest economic trends. Guest speakers of the forum were:
Financial Secretary John Tsang; Vice Professor Feng Xiaoyun of the College
of Economics of Jinan University, Guangzhou; Director Qi Jianguo of the
Institute of Quantitative & Technical Economics of the Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences, and HSBC Advisor, Asia-Paci¿c, George Leung. They
respectively shared their insights on Hong Kong’s economic prospects,
Guangdong-Hong -Kong partnership, low-carbon economy of the Mainland,
and the 12th Five-Year Plan. (5/1)

ɻᐢሃኋɐcਿࡼࡁαʑᏜࢄશe
At the CGCC Forum, experts share their insights on economic
outlook for the year ahead.
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ಋˀᏜঢ়ࢋሃኋමၙ̯ಋˀ̯ɮਆވეcদԭΔᏜАᅶɈe
The Hong Kong-Japan Economic Summit brought business leaders together to explore potential for collaboration.

ઐ৽ಋˀА

Foster Hong Kong-Japan Cooperation

ˀ̯˂כೕ́ɣΔቊcʵೕࣵᄄ࣏ፍࢂ

The devastating earthquake happened in Japan in March, coupled with the
consequential tsunamis and nuclear crisis, dealt a heavy blow to the Japanese
economy. To keep abreast of the post-quake economic scene of Japan, the
Chamber co-organized the Hong Kong-Japan Economic Summit with the
Hong Kong-Japan Business Co-operation Committee, the Japan Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and the Japan-Hong Kong Business Co-operation
Committee. The forum brought leaders from the political and business
sectors of Japan and representatives from the business community of Hong
Kong together to discuss the revitalization of the Japanese economy and
explore opportunities for Japan-Hong Kong economic cooperation. (2/9)

ዀcΔᏜɣՇ̨Ꮎeݯȿˀ̯ӎ܃ᏜѼ
බc̯ผၤࠗಋˀ̯ᏜАկࡗผdˀ̯ਆɮ
ผᘪֺʥˀ̯ࠗಋᏜկࡗผፒ§ಋˀᏜঢ়
ࢋሃኋ¨cᑼᇼˀ̯ܧdਆވეʥࠗಋਆވˤ
ٲcᘻ߸ˀ̯Ꮬࠇؿۺ൬ࢄcԎদಋˀൗ
Аؿዀ༤e

ᑟᕀ

ᑟཽႝ

ˀ̯ቊ܃Ꮬనؗر

Ҧ̳
Λ̈́֗ඐ

ˀ̯ਆɮผᘪֺֺٽ
ˀ̯ࠗಋᏜկࡗผˤٲ

ࠗಋɮਆވˀ̯ቊ܃ϣྦʗԔ

ٷʔͲ
дᄨኮ
፳ᄤʼ
ҹީٽ

ࠗಋຒʤൗמʔ̇ԑٽ
ՈނՈࠗಋτࠉʔ̇৹ᐢଉ
ࠗಋֺ͚מพ৻ઐᄤᐢဟ
ҳ᎘ΛఌႇАɻʶτࠉʔ̇ԑٽ

ˀ̯ᏜࠇʶϹଫ
 ÐȾήਂਟؿᅶɈ

ɻҦؒ༞
˒Ѯ́ٽ
Ҧ̈́ڌȹ
̳ຮ

ٽጊكԑ
ါጊ৹كԑ
ည̯ጊ৹كԑ
ȾήᏜʤผˤٲ෦ԑ
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Topics

Guest Speakers

Post-quake Japanese Economy

Tadashi Okamura Chairman of Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Yukio Tada Representative of Japan-Hong Kong Business Co-operation Committee

Sharing by Hong Kong
Business Mission to Japan

Daniel Shao Managing Director of Van Yu Group of Companies
Dennis Wu Managing Director of Aji-No-Chinmi Co (HK) Ltd
Lawrence Fok Chief Marketing Of¿cer of Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Ltd
Fred Wang Chairman of Salon Films (HK) Ltd

Economic Potential of Kyushu

Houdou Nakamura Governor of Nagasaki Prefecture
Takeo Ushio Vice-Governor of Fukuoka Prefecture
Shinichi Murata Vice-Governor of Kumamoto Prefecture
Masayoshi Nuki Chairman of Kyushu Association of Corporate Executives

α֛c̯ผၤˀ̯ȾήᏜடผ§Ⱦ
ட ¨ ᖋ߯Аௐѿ፣cԾɈઐ৽ࠗಋၤȾή
ؿਆൗАʥነ͚ݚeȾடผٽѮณЮጱ
ϬԞಋcΕˀ̯ಋᐢეԑⓏɒωdȹଠˀ̯
ɮਆވԞႝ̯ผιࡗӮᖬɎcၤ̯ผᖋອௐѿ
፣e
ϊ̔c̯ผၤˀ̯ൗࢯמጙዀ࿚-(752Εಋ
ፒʟᎁ͚ݚผcᑼᇼȿࡼԑඝࠕʥ৻ר
೩พ৻ؿˀ̯ɻɩͬˮcদˀਆΣЄ༦ࠗ
ಋׅʑΔ̟e

In the end of the year, the Chamber signed a cooperation MOU with the
Kyushu Economic Federation as a step to promote economic and academic
exchange between Hong Kong and Kyushu. Chairman Shingo Matsuo of
the Kyushu Economic Federation came to Hong Kong in person to sign the
MOU with the Chamber’s Chairman under the witness of Consul General
of Japan in the HKSAR Yuji Kumamaru, guests from the Japanese business
community, as well as the Chamber’s members. (30/11)
In addition, the Chamber and the Japan External Trade Organization cohosted a networking luncheon, where entrepreneurs from some 20 Japanese
SMEs in the catering and service industries attended to explore how Japanese
enterprises could tap into the Mainland market through Hong Kong. (28/2)

̯ผၤȾடᖋ߯Аௐѿ፣cઐ৽ࠗಋၤȾήᏜАe
The Chamber signs a cooperation MOU with the Kyushu
Economic Federation, forging closer economic ties between
Hong Kong and Kyushu.

̯ผၤ-(752ͳԾХˀͬఖұА͟Ђe
The Chamber and JETRO joined hands to help
Japanese enterprises to seek partners.
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ೕઈ෮ʼʝਆዀ

Explore Opportunities in Cultural and Creative Industries

ຣಋԭΔؿ෮ʼʝଐพӾੇcιݯȹٖ

The robust creative and cultural industries give new impetus to the economies
of Guangdong and Hong Kong. In this light, the Chamber held a luncheon
seminar where seasoned visual producer Lo Wing-keung, who is a member of
the Chamber’s Art & Culture Committee, shared his views on the prospects
and opportunities of the cultural and creative industries in the Mainland and
Hong Kong. (9/9)

ᏜณɈ൴eగϊc̯ผऋПᐾፒʟᎁᑟcᑼᇼ
̯ผᖚʼʝկࡗผկࡗd༅૯ᄧ഼ႇАɁያ̷
ੜʗʑΔၤࠗಋ෮ʼʝଐพೕࢄکؿౡਆ
ዀe
ݯȿ෮Ɂɷؿফੱؗcᖚʼʝկࡗผ͛
ୂᓱผࡗԷࠗಋ̟ےɣነ෮ఌነٷ൫ʩ
෮ఌɻʶcᜮᅕᆦఌઠነʥޢӠஉܪc˳
Ͳܢಋɣነࠖ܃౨ႇА'ᄧʥͲಋɣێ
ཋᄧႇА৽ؿАࢰࢴӡྡྷ۩e

Besides, to better understand how creative professionals were nurtured, the
Art & Culture Committee organized a tour to the Run Run Shaw Creative
Media Centre of the School of Creative Media of the City University of
Hong Kong. Members of the tour visited digital media teaching and research
facilities, such as the ¿rst post-production 3D theater in local universities,
animation studios and movie studios. (21/11)

ᜮےɣٷ൫ʩ෮ఌɻʶe
Visit at the Run Run Shaw Creative Media
Centre of CityU.

ၤΛਝეԑᄈ൬ʤᇷ

Enhance Friendship with Consuls

̯ผடᙩαᐾϷეԑৈผcΛਝࡼ༩

For the 12th year in a row, the Chamber hosted the CGCC Cocktail. The event
was attended by 70 guests from over 40 countries, who were mainly consuls
or trade commissioners from consulates, as well as representatives from
foreign chambers of commerce in Hong Kong. Also among the guests were
Commissioner of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of China in the HKSAR
Lu Xinhua, Secretary for Financial Services and the Treasury Professor K C
Chan, and Deputy Director-General of the Economic Affairs Department and
Head of the Commerce Of¿ce of the Liaison Of¿ce of the Central People’s
Government in the HKSAR Yang Yi. The guests appreciated the cocktail
reception for it is a valuable regular gathering that allows consuls and foreign
business organizations to maintain friendship with the Chamber and Hong
Kong entrepreneurs in a relaxed and casual atmosphere. (10/11)

Ͻಋეԑʥਆ৻ᖳdਆผˤٲʥཽႝၭᐽc
͚̔ಋऋࡗݢжณജdলԑ৻ʥ৻ѫѫ
ٽஹࡼੜʥɻᐲፒᏜ৹࠹ٽൗמ୮߲ஐɁ
ฦऩ͛ᎶᑼˮeԞႝᔄ䋞ωᗒؿዀผc
ၤ̯ผιࡗʥ̯ಋͬพࡼΕႦᕌࣩɎ͚ݚe

ϊ̔c̯ผᐾፒ§ეԑɮਆޖঢ়ဍʩଈᑩ࿒
ڲҳϣྦ༝¨cᑼᇼΛਝಋdຣეԑᎂʥ̔
ਝਆผ߲ஐɁ˱c͚̔ಋऋࡗݢжณജ͛
Ꮆᑼˮeȹଠཽႝၤ̯ผιࡗΕˈᑩɻʘᆠଈ
Ҍcᄈ൬ʤᇷeʗეԑʥཽႝכˀᜮڲҳ
ೕਂcȿ̟ؿҌޢೕඖ͌ࣁ༝༅e
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As another highlight, the 2011 CGCC Golf Tournament cum Nansha Study
Mission was held for consulate of¿cials and representatives from foreign
chambers of commerce in Hong Kong and Guangdong Province. Among the
golfers was Commissioner of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of China in the
HKSAR Lu Xinhua. Through golf games, the friendship between the guests
and the Chamber’s members was strengthened. Meanwhile, non-golfers took
this opportunity to tour around the Nansha Development Zone to know more
about the technological R&D projects and tourist resources of Nansha. (6/5)

ȹαȹ۹ؿეԑৈผɰι̯ݯผၤΈਝಋ
ეԑؿց౨ᐲᇷၙผe
The CGCC Cocktail has become an annual
social gathering between the Chamber and
consuls in Hong Kong.

̯ผၤಋეԑ༦ეԑ
ঢ়ଈᑩᄈ൬ʤᇷe
The Chamber and consuls
in Hong Kong maintain
friendship through the
CGCC Golf Tournament.

ڔ൬ਆވຝॶಕખ

Work Towards a Green Business Community

̯ผȹߎقɈઐ৽ਆވړcαʑᏵྊړᙶອ

Committed to the promotion of an eco-friendly business community, the
Chamber launched the CGCC Carbon Management Tool (CGCC-CMT)
with the sponsorship of the Environmental Protection Department. The webbased tool, developed by the Hong Kong Productivity Council, provides
self-explanatory and step-by-step guidances for enterprises to calculate their
carbon emission. Instant recommendations on carbon emission reduction are
also offered by the tool. The CGCC-CMT serves as part of the Chamber’s
effort to put Hong Kong on a path towards a green and low-carbon city.

༅Хcೕȹࡨሬ̯͂כಋͬพ§ؿɻᐢဧဳଉ
ӡ¨e၉ɐӡࠗͅಋ́ଐɈڔ൬ѫೕc
οΕ˞ᓯעdүʵኒؿʿβcԾХͬพϬϷ߮
့ፒʔ۩ဧખי൴cԎЩࣂొԜಕဧۺᘪԜͬพ
ϣcᔄϊઐ৽ࠗಋιݯ၆ϳdГဧ̟ےe

§ɻᐢဧဳଉ¨၉ॎiFPWFJFFRUJKNe
CGCC-CMT website: cmt.cgc.org.hk.
ྊѫѫٹٽᙂജ́ɍၤ̯ผࠖٽȹઢ৽§ɻᐢဧဳଉ¨ӡe
Secretary for the Environment Edward Yau (third from right) joined the Chamber’s chairmen to launch the CGCC-CMT.
˚߬ผ৻ΑᚋReview of the Chamber’s Major Events
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ొԜɮਆ༅̡͚̎ݚ

Serve as a Business Info Platform

αʑ̯ผᐾፒΛ၀ᑟcᑼᇼ֚ܧւࡗdነ

A host of seminars were held over the year, where government of¿cials,
scholars and experts were invited to speak on different topics to keep the
Chamber’s members abreast of current affairs and economic trends. Moreover,
the Chamber cooperated with business organizations from different regions
to organize exchange events, investment symposiums and leisure talks. For
instance, business networking activities and wine appreciation classes were
held with the Italian Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong; a networking
dinner reception was held with the Korea Trade-Investment Promotion
Agency (Hong Kong Business Centre), and an investment brie¿ng session
were held with the Czech Invest. These events gave opportunities for foreign
business associations in Hong Kong to liaise and explore cooperation
potential with the Chamber’s members.

ّʥพވਿࡼగɺᆲᕿೕٲᑟcԾХผࡗు
ోࣂԑʥൗॵฉeࣂc̯ผၤɺΔਂؿɮ
ਆ྆Аcᐾፒਆ৻͚ݚผdҙ༅ᓯంผc˞
ϭࣱඃᑟcΣၤ෮ɣСਆผፒݡਆ৽ݠʥۂ
ৈऒdၤᒚਝൗמᎂࠗಋፒ͚ݚયࡽdၤ
&]HFK ,QYHVWፒઆКҙ༅ᓯంผ೩eԒݠ
৽˱ੜΈΔΕಋਆࡼၤ̯ผιࡗؿᐲᖎcͳਆ
ዀe
ϊ̔c̯ผᑲɎΈկࡗผcΣผࡗ৻רկࡗผd

The Members’ Services Committee, Young Executives’ Committee, Ladies’
Committee and Liaison Committee of the Chamber also held various talks
for members from time to time.

ڇαկࡗผdਯɤկࡗผʥᐲկࡗผcяɺࣂ
ᐾፒᑟԜผࡗ˱e

ᅾᅳ

Kitty Poon

ஹࡼੜ

K C Chan

౦৩ඐ

ᑢਝᅨ

Andy Tsang

Tse Kwok-leu
ng

ผผᑟ
ᑟᕀ

ᑟཽႝ

ࠗಋټጪพ৻ೕࢄؿዀ༤

ஹࡼੜb

লԑ৻ʥ৻ѫѫٽ

ઐ৽مະၤbͳۺΪᖇمผ

౦৩ඐ

ᘬ৻୮୮ٽ

ፏɃɁɷܧؿ೪ၤೡѵ

ஹਝਥb

Ƀྊԑ৻୮୮ٽ

ͳۺሔ́ݠਜਿඖஃི

ᅾ

ྊѫ৹ѫٽ

ࠗಋ෮ଐพؿೕࢄ

ңဦὉ

ອଉਆ৻ʥᏜೕࢄѫʥޫҌ৹ो࣊ٽ

ࠗಋᏜؿೕࢄᑭබʥࠍྦྷܥؿኝ

ᑢਝᅨ

ɻਝႺϷࠗಋೕࢄஃིᏜޢӠ୮˚ဳ

ˀ̯ΔቊྦྷࠗಋdԓݘʥͲଈᏜؿᄧᚊ

ᗐࡼע

ಔ̨ႺϷ˸ଈޢӠᐢဟ࠹ԓਂݘᐢᏜ

ณȹረᅩඦዀ߇ؿౡdᄧᚊʥೕࢄᑭබ

ᘣ

ɻਝႺϷࠗಋೕࢄஃིᏜޢӠ୮ᏜޢӠࡗ
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Seminars in Committee Members’ Meetings
Topics

Guest Speakers

Opportunities for Hong Kong’s Financial Industry

K C Chan Secretary for Financial Services & the Treasury

Engaging the Community to Build a Safe and
Stable Society

Andy Tsang Commissioner of Police

Policies on Talent Admission

Eric Chan Director of Immigration

Regional Cooperation Plan on Building a Quality
Living Area

Kitty Poon Under Secretary for the Environment

Development of Hong Kong’s Creative Industries

Ida Lee Acting Deputy Secretary for Commerce & Economic
Development (Communications & Technology)

Development Trends and Challenges for
Hong Kong Economy

Tse Kwok-leung Head of Economic Research Division of Economics
& Strategic Planning Department, BOC (HK)

Impact of Japanese Earthquake on Hong Kong,
Asian and Global Economies

Nicholas Kwan Regional Head of Research, Asia Global Research,
Standard Chartered Bank

Background, Impact and Prospects of Eurozone
Debt Crisis

Su Jie Economic Researcher of Economic Research Division of
Economics & Strategic Planning Department, BOC (HK)

ٲ༠ɮਆވ෮Ӯʥۺᘪ

Express the Business Community’s Views

̯ผΕ͓ؒผdऋਂ֚ܧஉ͓ɾጺዀ࿚dʔͳ

The Chamber is represented in the Legislative Council, many consultation
committees of the HKSAR Government, and different public and business
organizations to voice the business community’s opinions. Besides giving
views and suggestions on the Policy Address and Budget every year, the
Chamber is often consulted by government departments on economic and
trade-related policies. During the year, the Chamber was consulted on 28
issues by various government departments and public bodies. According to
the nature of the issues and the extent of their impact to different sectors, the
Chamber consulted members from the relevant industries, and then forwarded
their feedbacks or prepared position papers for submission to the relevant
authorities. In particular, the Chamber set up task forces or designated its
committees to study 14 issues under consultation this year. Position papers
were subsequently submitted to relevant government departments direct.

ʥɮਆ྆яτˤٲcዶรʦܮɮਆވ෮ӮcԎ
Ұαగܧܪంйʥলܧད့࣐Ήొ֚ܧ
ˮ෮Ӯʥۺᘪe֚ܧΈ͛پగࣹʥɮਆᆲ
ᕿܧؿ೪ጺ̯ผ෮Ӯcαʑ̯ผͳઅᏵඖ
ԞϬ֚ܧʥʔͳዀ࿚ؿጺԑඖcԎܘτᗐਐᕀ
ֲؿሔྦྷΈϷพؿᄧᚊೡ۹cઔ͂ɺʿβ୮
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αʑ̯ผగɺ֚ܧپʥʔͳዀ࿚ؿጺʼͧٲ༠෮Ӯe
The Chamber expressed views in response to consultation papers
issued by government departments and public bodies.

Consultation Issues

Departments / Organizations

Revision on “Cooling-off Period Arrangements” in
Consultation Report on Enhancing Protection for Consumers
against Unfair Trade Practices

Commerce, Industry and Tourism Branch of Commerce and
Economic Development Bureau

Further Development of CEPA

Trade and Industry Department

Arrangement on Mutual Enforcement of Arbitral Awards
between Hong Kong and Macao

Legal Policy Division of Department of Justice

Review on Minimum and Maximum Levels of Relevant
Income for MPF Mandatory Contributions

Panel on Financial Affairs of Legislative Council

Extension of Environmental Levy Scheme on Plastic
Shopping Bags

Environmental Protection Department

Hong Kong International Airport Master Plan 2030

Airport Authority Hong Kong

Competition Bill and Relevant Guidelines
Amendments to Competition Bill

Bill Committee on Competition Bill of Legislative Council

Healthcare Reform Second Stage Public Consultation Report

Panel on Health Services of Legislative Council

Closer Hong Kong-Taiwan Economic and Trade Co-operation

Hong Kong – Taiwan Business Co-operation Committee

Arrangements for Filling Vacancies in the Legislative Council

Constitutional and Mainland Affairs Bureau

Proposal on Adjustment in Minimum Standard Wages of
Labor in Guangdong Enterprises

Hong Kong Economic and Trade Of¿ce in Guangdong,
HKSAR Government

Statutory Minimum Wage and its Effect

Minimum Wage Commission

Protection of Wages on Insolvency (Amendment) Bill

Bills Committee on Protection of Wages on Insolvency
(Amendment) Bill 2011 of Legislative Council

Regional Cooperation Plan on Building a Quality Living Area

Governments of Guangdong Province, HKSAR and
Macao SAR

ɮਆ৻ר

Provide Business Facilitation Services

ᖋᖬʥཋɥൗ৻רמ

Certi¿cates of Origin and Electronic Trading Service

̯ผᏵऋਂ֚ܧᚬೕˮΈᗘਝႏ˿ؿଐΔ

Authorized by the HKSAR Government, the Chamber issues various kinds
of internationally recognized certi¿cates of origin (CO), which include
Certi¿cates of Hong Kong Origin, CO (Processing), CO (CEPA), CO
(Re-export), CO (Without Transit/With Transhipment) and Generalized
Preference Certi¿cate. The Chamber also provides document endorsement
services. These services are available not only to members but also to all
traders.

Ԟᖬc˳ࠗܢಋଐΔԞᖬdࠗಋ˱ɮᖬd
&(3$ଐΔԞᖬdᔝɟᖬdᔝ༗ᖬʥౝʥऋయ
ೢԞᖬ೩eϊ̔c̯ผొԜਆพʼͧ˱ᖋר
৻cᚭٴผࡗʥΈވɮਆ۪ʸԚ͂e
̯ผʻܛൗמʼͧཋɥʝcརผࡗԚ͂ཋɥ

Ϊτᗐஉؿܪਆʸ҄આτࢽΔ୮ଉൗמʼͧe

The Chamber encourages members to process trade documents by electronic
means. The Electronic Services Center located in the Chamber’s of¿ce gives
traders access to electronic facilities, so that they can ef¿ciently process
trade documents such as trade declarations and CO applications.

ਆԑ݅

Trade Inquiries

̯ผכαઅᏵ̯ΔdʑΔʥࣵ̔ؿਆԑ݅

In 2011, the Chamber received over 300 trade inquiries from Hong Kong,
the Mainland and overseas regions. Besides answering the questions, the
Chamber might post the inquiries onto its website for interested parties to
make contacts with the inquirers.

ൗ̔৻רמcԎכፒԑ୮உ͓ཋɥ৻רॎcొԜ
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